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Early-est: rapid, fully automatic determination of the location, depth,
magnitude, mechanism and tsunami potential of an earthquake
For effective earthquake and tsunami early-warning it is crucial that key earthquake
parameters are determined as rapidly and reliably as possible.
EarlyEst: Rapid earthquake analysis module at INGV CAT tsunami alert center:
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Rapid, early results use minimal data: prone to
bias & errors, poor magnitudes, false events, ...
Example:
False events

Causes:
M3.5 Greece
FALSE: M6 Mali
FALSE: M6 South
Atlantic Ocean

M7 Mid-Atlantic Ridge
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Poor station distribution
3D structure but 1D velocity model
Mis-picked phases
Poor pick/travel-time error model
...

Use statistics and machine
learning to identify
problems.

Identification of false events: apply statistics
and machine learning to past true and (few) false events
“Data Frame” (2D array) of training data:
possible important attributes to
discriminate true or false events

“labelled” - identified as true or false event

Problem: many true and few false events!

First step: basic statistical & expert analysis
of past true and (few) false events
Statistics: scatter matrix: examine pairs of attributes
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secondary gap outliers
→ false events located by compact,
distant clusters of stations
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outliers in origin-time error
→ large pick residuals for false events
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depth outliers in longitude
→ false events sometimes deep
and in a-seismic regions
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possible important attributes to
discriminate true or false events
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pandas.tools.plotting.scatter_matrix

Second step: Machine learning (classification, regression, …)
for identifying outliers, making decisions, finding patterns...
Examine semi-automatically in high-dimension many attributes
What is machine learning?

Applications:

Given training data, construct an algorithm to
make predications on new data.

Decision / classification
(e.g. False event?
Tsunamigenic earthquake?)

1. Learn (select and tune algorithms) using
training data.
2. Test algorithm on testing data.
3. Apply algorithm to new data.
●

●

Supervised learning: predict attributes of data:
- Classification: learn from labeled, xy training
data how to predict the (discrete) class y of
new, unlabeled data x.
- Regression: learn from xy training data how
to predict the (continuous) values of y
variables in new data x.

Outlier detection
(e.g. False event? Unusual event?)

Unsupervised learning:
No target attributes, try to discover clustering
or distribution of the data, or reduce the
dimensionality of the data.
and many more...

http://scikit-learn.org

Machine learning: multitude of methods depending on
goals and characteristics of data set
Identify false events

http://scikit-learn.org

Multiple machine learning algorithms:
train and test with past true and (few) false events
Classifier Algorithms:
Support vector machines (SVMs)
Data Frame (2D array) of training data:
possible important attributes to
discriminate true or false events

Nearest Neighbors Classification

“labelled” true or false event
Problem: many true and few false events!

and many more...

Multiple machine learning algorithms:
train and test with past true and (few) false events
False & true events
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Algorithms act in high-dimension
using many attributes
→ may discover complex relationships
between attributes,
→ may be difficult to understand in
terms of expert knowledge
& scientific theory.
Many algorithms to select and
parameters to tune
→ great open software helps.

Intelligence and statistics for rapid and robust earthquake analysis,
identification of false events: Conclusions
●

Statistical analysis aids in acting on individual or few attributes,
(e.g. stronger filtering on azimuth gaps)
Direct use of expert knowledge & scientific theory

●

Machine learning acts in high-dimension using many attributes:
Powerful and shows much promise for improving early warning reliability,
Many machine learning algorithms are very familiar in geophysics,
and powerful new algorithms for big data, image recognition, …
BUT, automated, not theory based

●

●
●

False events: Include past event history? → Recursive Neural Networks?
Easy to use with well documented, open tools in Python, R, Java, …
What advantages and trade-offs for science?
Machine learning, Automation ↔ Expert knowledge, Scientific Theory

Support: Centro Nazionale Terremoti, INGV
Data: ingv.it, geofon.gfz-potsdam.de, geosbud.ipgp.fr, resif.fr, ird.nc, iris.washington.edu, usgs.gov
Software: Python: scikit-learn.org, pandas.pydata.org, matplotlib.org; R statistics language
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